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The conjugacy classes of the generalised symmetric group were given by 
Kerber [5]. The imprimitive complex reflection groups G(m, 1, n), where 
m, n E Z, can be viewed as the generalised symmetric group and thus we have 
the conjugacy classes easily available. The remaining imprimitive reflection 
groups G(m,p, n), where pjm, are subgroups of G(m, l,n), and Read [6] has 
shown how to derive the conjugacy classes of these from the conjugacy classes 
of G(m, 1,n). Djokovic and Malzan [4] gave results on the length of elements 
in complex reflection groups generated by reflections of order 2. In this paper 
we study decompositions of elements in G(m,p, n) into products of reflections. 
We also show that the conjugacy classes are characterised by the length of any 
element in the class. 
The symbol 0 denotes the end of a proof. 
0 1. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION. A group W of unitary automorphisms of V=C” is called 
imprimitive if V is a direct sum V= V,@ . . . @ V, of non-trivial proper linear 
subspaces Vi (15 is t) of V such that {Vi/i = 1, . . . , t> is invariant under W. In 
this situation the family {Vi} 15 ir t is called a system of imprimitivity for W. 
If such a direct splitting of V does not exist, W is called primitive. 
A reflection in V is a linear transformation of V of finite order with exactly 
n - 1 eigenvalues equal to 1. A reflection group in V is a group generated by 
reflections in V. 
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Let S, be the group of all n x IZ permutation matrices and let A(m,p, n) be 
the set of all diagonal n x n matrices with (@I, Qi E H in the (i, i) position, where 
< is a primitive m-th root of unity and Cy=, ei= 0 (mod p). Then S, normal- 
izes A(m,p, n). 
Define G(m,p, n) =A(m,p, n). S, (semi-direct product). Cohen [3] proves 
that all imprimitive reflection groups are of the form G(m,p,n) for some 
m,P,nEZ plm. 
i) G(m, m, 2) is conjugate to FV(l,(m)) (notation of Bourbaki [I]) 
ii) G(l,l,n)=W(A,-,) 
iii) G(2,1, n) = IV(&), G(2,2, n) = IV(&). 
A (base) root ofa reflection in Vis an eigenvector (of length 1) corresponding 
to the unique non-trivial eigenvalue of the reflection. 
If p = 1, m, it is possible to choose n generating reflections for G(m,p, n). 
Take the reflections of order 2 with roots e1 1 .e2, e2 - e3, . . . , E,- i - E, and if 
p = m also the reflection of order 2, with root E,,- i - [E,,; and if p = 1 also the 
reflection of order m, with root E,. If p# 1, m, take the n generating reflec- 
tions for G(m, m, n) together with the reflection of order m/p with root a,, to 
obtain n + 1 generating reflections for G(m,p, n). 
Using these roots, we construct vector graphs, which turn out to be root 
graphs for p = 1, m. (See Cohen [3].) 
Denote by B,” 
-I/J2 
o--u--- --qo--@ 




The root systems [lot tit] obtained from these vector graphs are as follows: 
where ,u, = (<‘ll~ Z, < is an m-th root of unity}. For W(D,J = G(m, m, n): 
R= +pm{ei-~‘e~/i,j,IEbJ, i#j, lli,jln) with f:R-+ttd \ (1) the constant 
map 2, then @ = (R, f) is a root system, and IV(@) = G(m, m, n). 
Put R,=RU~,{~~llrk~n}, q=m/p and let &:Rp+N\{l} be the ex- 
tension of f determined by f(e,J = q for all k. Then Qp = (RP,fP) is a root 
system with IV<@,) = G(m,p, n). 
For W(B,“) = G(m, 1, n) 
R,=~m(+(&i-~‘ej),&kli,j,k,lEh\l, i#j, lri,j,k~n} 
Then W(@,) = G(m, 1, n). 
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0 2. THE DECOMPOSITION OF s IN G(m, 1,n) 
Let W= G(m, 1, n) = W(B,“). The elements of W operate on the orthonormal 
basis E i, . . . , E, of V by permuting the basis vectors and multiplying arbitrary 
subsets of them by some m-th root of unity. 
Any element S’E W can be expressed as the product of disjoint cycles 
s’=O;...6; where 
e;= bil . . . bili 
Ci2 . f . Cjl > 
where bjjE (1, . . . . m}, Cij = rk”bij where < is a primitive m-th root of unity and 
kijE (1, . . ..m}. 
Let 
f(&) = ji, k, and fW)= ;?A, f(e!). 
Let a(,~‘) denote the m x n matrix whose r, u entry, (Y,(s’) = number of cycles Oj 
of S’ of length u such that f(e/)=r (mod m), l~r~rn, l~uin. The mxn 
matrix is called the type of s’. 
Let WP = G(m,p, n). 
Now any element SE WP can be expressed as a product of reflections 
s=r,,r, . ..r. 
2 Y aiER, 
where 
CaiIx) 
r,,(x)=x-U-0 (aiiai> Qi. 
DEFINITION. We denote by I,(s) the smallest value of y in any such expression 
for s. We call I,(s) the length of s. 
Obviously I,(s) 2 rank (s - 1). 
If it is clear which group we are concerned with, we will simply write I(s). 
LEMMA 1. If s1,s2e W, and s1 is conjugate in WP to s2, then I,(si) =IP (s2). 
PROOF. Let sl=ra,...ra, and let s2=ss1s-’ for some SE WP. 
Now ssls- ’ = rt, . . . rty where tj = r(q). 
Then ZP(s2) = y = I,@,). 
Consider the element Bi E W= G(m, 1, n) 
Oi = 
: 
b&i . . . b- 1 b, bil,-z * * . bijbil 
bi4bi6 . . * rfcei)bi18 bi/,-2 bil,-4 . . . bi, bi2 
bid+3 . - . bi/,- 1 hi, bil,-2 . * * bi4bi2 
bizbi3 a . e {rcsi’b~/, bi,,-z bi/ -4 v . * I i bnbi, 1 
0 
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. . . if li is odd 
. . . if Zi is even 
NOW f(Oi) =f(&‘). Let s=Oi.,. 0,. 
The matrix a(s) clearly coincides with a@‘) so that s is of the same type as s’. 
LEMMA 2. If q, s2 E W, then sr is conjugate in W to s2 iff sl, s2 are of the same 
type. 
PROOF. Kerber [5, p. 441. 0 
Since s is in the same conjugacy class as s’, we from now on just consider s. 
NOTATION. For convenience let 
(i) (i)( denote the diagonal matrix (aij) where oii= { and ojj = 1 for j#i. 
This represents the reflection with root &bi 
‘1 
‘1 
(ii) (i,j),=i _ _ __ __ -O- ___ _ 6 
j- ______ 4-l ---() 
1 
L ‘1 
This represents the reflection with root &bi - <b, . 
Also write (i, j) for (i, j), . 
Let sE W 
Define ai = (ili),f(Oi) 
If li is odd 
let Eli= (il, i2) (i3, i4) . . . (i/i-2, iii- 1) 
and o2i = (i2, i3) (i4, i5) . . . (iii - 1, iii) 
If li is even 
let Oli = (i2, i3) (i4, i5) . . . (iii - 2, iii - 1) 
and Ozi=(il,i2) (i3,i4)...(ili- l,i/i) 
so that Oi= aioriozi, whether Ii is odd or even. 
NOW (ai)mi= (~r~)~ = (a2i)2 = e, where mi = m’f(Oi), and aioii= oriai. 
By construction 
rank (0, - 1) I 2(Oi) I I(ai) + /(or i) + /(Q) I l(aj) + Ii - 1 = rank (0, - 1). 
Hence I(&) = rank (Oi - 1) = /(ai) + li - 1. 
NOW s=e,...e,. 
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Let a=a 1...a,,ol=oll...al,,02=~21...~2t. 
Since all 8i are disjoint, we have s= aalo2. 
Now 
I(S) = i Z(e,)= i /(ai)+ f: l(01;) + i 4~) =/(a)+ 401) +4a2) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
where a” = ~1” = ~22 = e and sol = (~~a. 
From Lemmas 1 and 2, we have that two conjugate elements in W have the 
same length and are also of the same type. We now give the connection between 
length and type. 
THEOREM 3. If s E G(m, 1, n), then 
l(s)=rank (s-l)=n- i a,j(s)=I(a)+n-t. 
j=l 
PROOF. Now s= 8,...8,. 
Z(s) = f: I(ej) = f: rank (ei- 1) = rank (s- I). 
i=l i=l 
Let the type of s be the m x n matrix (oij). The elements in the m-th row of the 
matrix are such that f(s)=0 (mod m). 
Then 




f: Ctmj(S)+ *~’ i: aij(S) 
J=i i=l j=l 
=n-t+/(a) 
= I(a) + n - t 
EXAMPLE. Consider the element s with type 
! 02 3 10 12 0 11 0 o...o 1 in G(3,1,23) 
Now f(s) = 23 - 6 = 17 and the corresponding roots can be chosen as 
&l,&2-&3,&4-&5,&5,&6-&7.,&7,&8--9,&9--E10,&11 -E12,E12-E13r 
El4 - El5, El5 - &16, El63 El7 - &I85 El8 - El99 &19 - &20, &20 
(up to a permutation of the basis vectors). 
8 3.THE DECOMPOSITION OFs IN G(m,p,n) 
We consider the decomposition of s in G(m,p,n), where plm and p,m> 1. 
Let s E G(m,p, n), then G(m,p, n) = {s E G(m, 1, n) f(s) = 0 (mod p)}. 
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Let a(s) = CfW), . . . . f(4), 4, . . . . lt,p) where (.. . ) denotes HCF and denote 
1 
ex= r”l for x=0,..., 
( > 
a(s) - 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let s E W= G(m, 1, n) and denote the conjugacy class of W con- 
taining s by Cl,(s). Then if SE G(m,p, n), Cl,(s) splits into the union of a(s) 
conjugacy classes in G(m,p, n), with representative elements 
(@*s@,‘lx=o, . . ..a(s)- l}. 
PROOF. Read [6]. q 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a reflection group and let N be a normal reflection 
subgroup of G, with root system C,. Let Nr be a conjugacy class of N, then 
the length of the elements on N, and the transforms of Nr, Nf where ge 6, 
are equal. 
PROOF. Let s E Nr , then s = r,, . . . ‘;I, where ni E C,. 
Now sg E Nf and 
sg=g-lsg=g-‘rnlgg-lrn,g...g-lrnlg=rni...rn; 
where g-‘rnig=rnl and where nf is a root in C, since N is normal in G. Hence 
I(s) = I(sg) for all g E G. 0 
COROLLARY 6. If o, IS’E G(m,p,n) are conjugate in G(m, l,n), then 
I,(o) = l,(d). 
PROOF. Let G=G(m, 1,n) and N= G(m,p,n) in Theorem 5. Then o’=crg 
where gEG\Nand 
l,(a) = f,(&) = Z,(d). 0 
We will deal with the groups G(m, m, n) and G(m,p, n), p # m separately, but 
we first give some comments upon the element aeA(m, 1, n). 
Now a~A(m,p, n) iff (det a)“@= 1. 
The element a E A(m, 1, n) is represented by 
relre2...ren &I 82 E,, eiE{O,...,m-ll, 
and !(a) is the number of non-zero Qi. If a E G(m,p, n) then we may not be able 
to use this representation since the roots si are not necessarily contained in the 
root systems of G(m,p, n). In particular the root system of G(m, m, n) does not 
contain any roots of the form .si. 
NOTATION Let 
a= E G(m, P, 4 
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where < is a primitive m-th rqot of unity and ei E (0, . . . , m - 1), then for 






Co 1 ~G(3,1,6), then a=diags(0,1,1,2,1,0). 
We now consider the length of a EA(m, m, n). 
In order to prove Theorem 9, we need some preliminary lemmas. Let 
(1 , . . ..x> be a set of symbols. Define an ‘operation’ on this set by multiplying 
any two symbols i, j by Te and <-@ respectively, where r is a primitive m-th 
root of unity, and m, QEZ. 
LEMMA 7. Let {l,..., x> be a set of symbols. Then x- 1 is the least number 
of operations required to change this set into {rpll, <@“2,. . . , <@xx) where 
Cl”=, ei= 0 (mod m) and no partial sums =O (mod m). 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can operate on the symbols pairwise in 
order, (i.e. 1 and 2, then 2 and 3 etc.) Thus, after the i-th operation we can leave 
all the first i symbols with the correct power of <. After every operation, we 
clearly have CT=, ei= 0 (mod m). Thus, after the (x- 1)-th operation, the x-th 
symbol must have its correct power. Thus we can change the set in x- 1 
operations. 
The process cannot be done in less than x- 1 for this would imply that some 
subset (1, . . . . r} say, is subject to CT=, Q;=O (mod m) which contradicts the 
assumption. 
Thus the least number is x - 1. 0 
LEMMA 8. (i) A product of t reflections representing an element from 
A(m, m, n) can be written as a product of at most “2 operations. 
(ii) If a = diag,(e,, e2, . . . . Q,, 0, . . . . 0), then I(a) is twice the minimal number 
of operations required to change the symbols { 1, . . . . x> into (tell, . . . . l@xx}. 
PROOF. (i) If we have a product of t reflections (i, j), for some i, j, <, then 
rank (a - 1) I “2 + 1 since t is even [a E A(m, m, n)] . Thus we require at most “2 
operations. 
(ii) Since every operation can be represented by two reflections l(a)<22, 
where z is the minimal number of operations. 
If I(a)<2z, then l(a) can be written as a product of (i, j), (i, j),, where each 
pair of reflections represents one operation, thus contradicting the minimality 
of 2. q 
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THEOREM 9. Let aE&YZ,m,n). 
(i) If a cannot be decomposed into two mutually orthogonal elements 
belonging to A(m, m, n), then I(a) = 2 rank (a - 1) - 2. 
(ii) If a can be decomposed into r elements, but no more than r elements, 
belonging to A(m, m, n) then I(a) = /(al) + . . . + (a,) = 2 rank (a - 1) - 2r where 
a=a, . . . a, and aicA(m,m,n). 
PROOF. Let a = diag,(@r, e2, . . . , .Q, 0, . . . , 0). Then we require the symbols 
(1 , . . . ,x} to be changed to {cell, . . . , <%) . 
(i) An operation on symbols i and j described above is represented by the 
reflections 
(i, j) 0, A,,. 
Since a product of 2t reflections say requires at most t operations from Lemma 
8 we have I(a)=2(x- 1)=2 rank (a- 1)-2. 
(ii) Let 
al =diag,(e~, . . . . e,,O, . . ..O). 
az=diag,@ ,..., &@,+I ,..., e,,O,...,O) 
a,=diag,(O ,..., O,e,+1,...,e,,O ,... ,O) 
have the desired properties. 
Now l(aj) = 2 rank (aj- 1) since each ai satisfies the conditions of Lemma 8. 
Since a can be decomposed into at most r elements, then the set ( 1, . . . ,x} 
can be split into r distinct subsets each containing z, symbols, say, where 
z1+ . . . + z,.=x. Each subset requires zj - 1 operations and we have 
operations altogether. 
Since each operation requires two reflections 
I(a)=2(x-r-)=2 rank (a-l)-2r 
=l(al)+...+l(ar). 0 
Note that (ii) shows that the decomposition does not matter, only the number 
of subsets into which a is decomposed. 
A particular interesting case is the following: 
COROLLARY 10. If aeA(m,m, n) and a is conjugate in G(m, m, n) to a-‘, 
then l,(a) = rank (a - 1). 
PROOF. Let a = diag,&, . . . , Q,) then 
a -r=diag,(--er, . . . . -Q,). 
Consider g- ‘ag where g E G(m, m, n). 
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Let g = a’~ where a’~A(rn, m, n), CT ES, then 
g-‘ag=u-‘aa 
so that 
= diag,(e,,, . . . , e,,) 
if g-‘ag=a-’ then ei+e,,=O (mod m),i= 1, . . ..n. 
Let k be the number of non-zero Q; (k= rank (a- 1)). 
Now k is even as follows: 
We have 
Qi + @a, 
~0 (mod m) for some i, j. 
@j + Qff, 
If j = ai then Clj = i, so that we can pair off all pairs i, j. The case remains when 
ai = i i.e. Qi + ei~ 0 (mod m), which implies that either ei= 0 which is a contra- 
diction, or ei = ““2 giving <@I = - 1, which if k is odd gives det a = - 1. There- 
fore if 2QiE 0 (mod m) then we must also have some j such that 2Qj ~0 
(mod m). 
Thus a can be decomposed into k’2 elements each belonging to A(m,m,n), 
but no more than k’2 since 2 x k’2 = k. Thus by Theorem 9 
I(a) = 2(k) - 2(k’2) = k = rank (a - 1). q 
Because of Corollary 10 we decompose a E&m, m, n) as follows: Let 
a=aoa1... a, where a0 is conjugate ai’ and ai are defined as follows: 
ai=diag,(O,...,O,@ki-,+l,...‘@ki,O’...,O) 
where 
k. = I(ao), k, = ~1, ; 
J=k,-,+l 
ej= 0 (mod m) 
and such that t is greatest. 
REMARKS. There may be several ways of decomposing a such that t is 
greatest, but we shall see that only the value t is important. 
An upper bound for t is [n - ko/3], where [a/b] denotes the largest integer 
part of a’b. 
It would be nice to have a more specific value for t. 
LEMMA 11. If c1 ~A(rn, m, n), then l,(a) = 2 rank (a - 1) -k. - 2t where ko, t 
are as above. 
PROOF. By construction a is split into at most Sk0 + t elements each belonging 
to A(m,m,n). Thus by Theorem 9 
Z(a)=2k-2(+ko+t)=2 rank (a-1)-ko-2t cl 
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Now let us return to a general element s E G(m, m, n). 
Let @J : G(m, m, n) 7 S, be a homomorphism given by @(aa) = o. 
Let Q,(s)=0 have cycle type n,n2...nx where n,+...+n,=n. 
LEMMA 12. If U=G’ra2... a, in fir=, A(m, 1, ni) is of minimal length in 
A(m,m,n), then rank (ai-l)=l, for i=l,..., x. 
PROOF. The proof is based on the fact that we can repeatedly reduce the rank 
of each (ai- 1) by 1, using the following process. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that 
al= dhs,&l, e2,0, . . . , 0) i.e. rank (ai - 1) = 2. 
Then since 0 is of type n1n2. . . n, we have 
diag,&,e2,0, . . . . 0)(1,2)(2,3)...(~1,~ 
which can be written as 
dhAel + e2,0, . . . , 0)(1,2)r-e2(2,3)...(nl- 14,). 
Therefore, we can reduce the rank of (ai- 1) by 1 repeatedly until rank 
(aj-l)=l. 
If ai=diag,(ei, . . . . Q,) where Es=, ej=O (mod m), the above process will 
reduce the element (ai- 1) to zero. 
By reducing each rank, a will require fewer ‘operations’, therefore if rank 
(ai - 1) > 1, then a is not of minimal length. El 
THEOREM 13. Let s E G(m, m, n) and let @(s) = 0 have cycle type n1n2.. . n, 
where y1i + . . . +~1,=n, then Z(s)=@)+ Z(o), for any element a of minimal 
length in A(m,m,n)fl[flf=, A(m, l,ni)]so-‘. 
PROOF. Now s = (so - ‘)a where so - ’ e A(m, m, n), ts E S,. We require an 
element a in A(m,m,n) of minimal length in [ny=, A(m, l,n,)]sa-‘. 
Thus s = aa’ for some ts’ E G(m, m, n). 
Since CTE fll”,, A(m, 1, nj)d we have cr and o’ are of the same type. Thus by 
Lemma 1, Z(o) = Z(a’). 
Thus 
Z(s) = Z(a) + Z(d) 
= Z(a) + Z(a). 
THEOREM 14. 1. If s~G(m,m,n), then 
Z,(s)=rank (s- l)+ f: rank (ai- 1) -2t. 
i=l 
2. In particular, Z,(s) 5 ($z(m + l), 2n). 
q 
PROOF. 1. Consider s E G(m, m, n) and G(s) = o E S,. 
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Then Z,(s) = Z,(a) + Zm(o) for a described above. 
Thus 
Z,(s) = 2 rank (a - 1) -rank (a0 - 1) - 2t + Z,(a) from Lemma 10. 
= [rank (a - 1) + Ii(o)] + rank (a - 1) - rank (a0 - 1) - 2t 
since Z,(o) = Ii(a) 
=rank (s-l)+ i rank (ai-l)-2t 
i=l 
2. Now 
Z,(s)<rank (s-l)+ i rank (ai- 1) 
i=l 
5 n + min(tm, n) 
5 min(tm + n, 2n). 
Since an upper bound for t is [n - k0/3] we have ts+n giving Z,(s) I 
5 min (+n(m + I), 2n). q 
Finally, we give some remarks on the group G(m,p, n) where p# 1, m. The 
situation is rather more complicated than in G(m, m, n) since we have reflections 
of order ““p as well as of order 2. 
For convenience let q=“‘p. 
We can adapt Lemma 12 and Theorem 13 to A(m,p,n) and G(m,p,n) and 
obtain the result Z(s) = Z(a)+ Z(o) for any element a of minimal length in 
-Ww,n)~ [Ill,, A(m, l,ni)ls~-‘. 
We, therefore, need to deal with the element a. 
Consider a E A(m,p, n) and let 
a=diag,&l, . . ..e.). 
If ei~ 0 (mod p) for all i, then Z(a) = rank (a - 1) since a eA(q, 1, n). If this is 
not so, then we will require the reflections (i, j), as in G(m, m, n). 
We can again adapt the decomposition of a given before Lemma 11, re- 
quiring each aiEA(m,p,n). We then decompose each ai further, as follows: 
Let ai=diag,(ei, . . . . Q,) say. Let ai1 =diag,( C:=, ei, 0, . . . . 0) and ai = 
= diag,& - CT= 1 Qi, ~2, . . . , Q,). 
Then ai=aiiaiz, where ai1 EA(q, l,r), ai2EA(m,m,r). 
Thus Z(ai) = Z(ail) + Z(ai2) = 1 + Z(aj2). 
Now 
Z(a)=Z(a,) + f: Z(ai)=ko + f; (1 + Z(ai2)) 
i=l i=l 
=kO+ c (rank (ai2- l)- 1) 
i=l 
=2 rank (a-l)-ko-t. 
Thus we have the following two results similar to the results on G(m,m,n). 
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LEMMA 15. If a~A(m,p,n), p#l,m then I,(a)=2 rank (a- 1)-ke- t where 
ko, t as above. 
THEOREM 16. 1. If scG(m,p,n), p#l,m then 
l,(s)=rank (s-l)+ c rank &-1)-t. 
i=l 
2. In particular I&s) 5 min (+z(m + I), 2n). 
THEOREM 17. Let s E G(m,p, n) be decomposed into r + 1 mutually orthogonal 
elements s=s s O , . . . s, where so E S, and si E G(m,p, n) such that r is greatest, 
PROOF. From above we have that 1&r) = I,(a) + I,,(o) for a of minimal length 
in 
A(m,p,n)n{ fi A(m, l,n)}sa-‘. 
i=l 
We then decompose a into aoal . . . a, where a0 is conjugate to ai I, where 
aiEA(m,p,n) are all disjoint, with t greatest. 
Thus 
s=aoq . ..a& 
= aoo&zl a; . . . a& 
=sos, . ..s.a*a; . ..ap. 
=sosl...s,s,+l...sr say. 
If t is greatest, since u is fixed r is greatest. 
Thus 
jp(s) = i lpCai) + lp(a’) 
i=O 
= j. Crptai) + lp(ai>> 
= j. ~pQi)+ j, tIptail+ lpC”f)) 
= j. Ipbi) + i=i+l IJI(~~) 
0 4.THEWEYLGROUPSOFTHECLASSICALTYPE 
We now apply the above results to the Weyl groups of the classical type 
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namely A,, B, and D,, which are respectively isomorphic to G(l, 1, n + l), 
G(2,1, n) and G(2,2, n). 
Now A(1, 1, n) is the identity and so G(l, 1, n) = S,,. The decomposition of 
any s E S,, is o1 o2 where a; = 02” = e. 
For G(2,1, n) and G(2,2, n) we have the decomposition s = ao1cr2 where 
a2=af=af=e and aol=o,a. 
Since aal=ala, then (a(T1)-l=~;la-‘=,la=aal and so (aa,)2=e, thus 
the decomposition of s is simply s = @7r)02 where (aa1)2 = 022 = e. 
For G(l, l,n), G(2,l,n) using Theorem 3 we have I(s)=rank (s- 1). 
For G(2,2, n) we note that the only eigenvalues are + 1, and thus a ~A(2,2, n) 
is conjugate to a-‘, and using Theorem 14 we have Z(s) = rank (s- 1). 
We now recover the results of [2] for the Weyl group of the Classical type. 
COROLLARY 18. i. Z(s)=rank (s- 1)rn. 
ii. Every element can be expressed as a product of two involutions. 
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